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Depth Study G: The Impact of Enclosures, c.1750–c.1830


Sources A–F for Question 1.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


In the eighteenth century there were still a great many villages which had common land.  They did 
not produce much food.  Sometimes they were swampy and, in places, they were covered with weeds.  
Some farmers wanted to cultivate them properly but, as the common land belonged to the whole village, 
they could only do so if everyone agreed.  It was very difficult to persuade people of the need to change 
when they wanted to keep their old way of life.
 


Source B: From Reasons For and Against Enclosing Open Fields, a book written in 1772.


The cottagers have little parcels of land in the ploughed fields.  They have the right to keep a cow or 
three or four sheep on the common land.  They make a comfortable living from their land and animals.  
Their ploughed land gives them wheat and barley and often peas and beans.  They have straw to thatch 
their cottages.  They can get turf and roots for fuel from the common land, which is a great advantage 
to those who do not have much money.
 


Source C: A diagram of Blockney Village, Gloucestershire, in 1740, before enclosure had taken 
place.
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Source D: Map of Aston Bank (Gloucestershire) after enclosure had taken place in 1795.


 


Source E: From Arthur Young’s Annals of Agriculture, 1801.  Here he gives the opinion of one 
enclosure commissioner.


I regret deeply that I have harmed 2,000 people, generally about twenty families in each parish who are 
commoners but who cannot prove that they have rights to the common land.  Those who are awarded 
land were given such small amounts that they cannot keep a cow.  The cow and the land are usually 
then sold to a wealthy landowner.  
 


Source F: From a modern school history book.


Many country people in the North and Midlands left the land, of their own free will, to work in factories 
in towns.  They did so even though they would be no worse off in their villages after enclosure than they 
had been before.  The towns offered better-paid jobs, better living standards and excitement.  
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Depth Study H: Poverty and Poor Relief, c.1790–c.1850


Sources A–F for Question 2.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


The Speenhamland System did little to encourage farmers to raise wages.  Low wages caused great 
distress in the countryside.  This distress fuelled the anger that sparked off agricultural rioting in the 
period around 1830.  The system was also wide open to abuse since it did little to encourage people to 
work.
 


Source B:  A cartoon from the early 1830s.  The cartoon was called The home of a rick burner.


 


Source C: From a modern school history book.


Under the Allowance System, it was humiliating for fully employed labourers to receive part of their 
income in the form of parish charity.  Farmers took advantage of the Allowance System to refuse 
increases in wages.  They knew that the workers could make up their wages from parish relief.
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Source D: A drawing from 1842 of the attack on Stockport workhouse.  The rioters are handing out 
bread.


 


Source E: A report in 1836 from the Poor Law Union of Market Harborough to the Poor Law 
Commission.


People who could never be made to work before have become good labourers and do not show any 
dissatisfaction with the 1834 Act.  In most parishes, the moral character of the poor is improving.  They 
are more orderly and well behaved.  The great body of the labouring poor throughout the union has got 
used to the new workhouse.  The workhouse is greatly feared.
 


Source F: From a speech by Richard Oastler attacking the New Poor Law in 1835.


If I have the misfortune to be reduced to poverty, I will kill the man who tries to separate me from the 
wife whom God has joined to me.  If ever I am imprisoned in one of those hellish Poor Law Bastilles, 
because I am poor, I will burn it to the ground if I can.
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Depth Study I: The Chartist Movement, c.1830–c.1850


Sources A–F for Question 3.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


William Lovett and the few Members of Parliament who supported the Chartists were in favour of 
‘moral force’.  They stressed the importance of education and Christianity.  Feargus O’Connor attacked 
‘moral force’ Chartism.  He was quite prepared to upset the government by talking about ‘physical 
force’.
 


Source B: A drawing of the Chartist attack on Newport in November 1839.


 


Source C: From a modern school history book.


‘Moral force’ Chartists, like William Lovett, could only succeed if they gained the support of MPs who 
were from the middle or upper classes.  ‘Physical force’ Chartists, such as Feargus O’Connor, held huge 
torchlight processions with skulls on some of their banners.  These processions frightened off the very 
people Lovett wished to win over.
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Source D: A picture of Chartists carrying the Chartist petition to Parliament in 1842.


 


Source E: From a speech by William Lovett made in 1836, before the Chartist movement began.


Friends: let us unite together the honest, moral, hard-working and thinking members of society.  Let us 
inform people about their political and social rights.  Let us collect information about the wages and 
conditions of the labourer.  Let us make our views widely known so that we create a moral force in 
politics.  Then there will be a gradual improvement in the condition of the working classes without the 
use of violence or unrest.
 


Source F: From A History of the Chartist Movement, written by a Chartist in 1854.


O’Connor never told the people to rely on physical force, because he thought that those who did 
were fools.  He advised them against rioting and civil war.  He hoped that by using their intelligence 
a movement would be set up with enough moral power to win the poor man his rights.  If this failed, 
however, he believed that every man should be prepared to fight for justice.
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Depth Study J: The Campaigns for Factory and Mines Reform, c.1800–c.1880


Sources A–F for Question 4.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


Pauper apprentices were orphans who lived in the mills or near them.  In return for board and lodging, 
the apprentices were made to work in the mill until they became adults.  They worked the same long 
hours as adults for very little pay.  They received no education.  The work they did was boring and 
repetitive.  On long shifts of 12 hours, it was difficult for the children to stay alert enough to avoid 
accidents.
 


Source B: From The Life and Adventures of Michael Armstrong, the Factory Boy, a novel about the 
life of a pauper apprentice written in 1840.


The ceaseless noise of the factory wheels tortures the ears and threatens to destroy the senses.  The smell 
of oil, filthy water and human filth makes one sick.  The air is bad and this makes breathing difficult.  
In the factory it is hell on earth.  How could anyone not be moved by the look of hundreds of helpless 
children robbed of health, joy and even youth?
 


Source C: From Dr Andrew Ure’s Philosophy of Manufacturers, 1835.


I never saw a working child beaten.  They always seemed cheerful and alert, taking pleasure in their 
day’s work.  The work they do is more like a sport.  They showed no sign of exhaustion after their day’s 
work.  When they left the mill in the evenings, they immediately began to skip about any neighbouring 
playground like boys coming out of school.
 


Source D: From The White Slaves of England, a book about factory reform conditions in the first 
half of the nineteenth century, written in 1860.
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Source E: From evidence given by a mill owner to the Parliamentary Commission on Factory 
Children’s Labour in 1831–32.


I often wish that Michael Sadler and Richard Oastler had my mill workers to control.  If they had, I 
am sure they would abandon their unrealistic ideas.  If the hours of child labour are reduced, mills will 
be unable to work a full twelve-hour day.  The result will be lower wages for the adult workers and 
lower profits for the mill-owners.  The youngest child employed by me is never exhausted by twelve 
hours work.  They prove they are not exhausted by playing games and fooling around when they finish 
work.
 


Source F: A drawing of Robert Owen’s school at New Lanark.  Owen refused to employ children 
under the age of ten in his factory.
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Depth Study K: The Campaigns for Women’s Suffrage, c.1870–1918


Sources A–F for Question 5.


Source A: Written by Queen Victoria in 1871 when told that Lady Amberley had spoken in favour 
of women getting the vote.


The Queen is most anxious to encourage everyone who can speak or write to join together to check 
this mad and wicked stupidity of ‘Women’s Rights’.  Lady Amberley ought to get a good whipping.  
A woman would become the most disgusting of human beings if she forgot her woman’s role.  Where 
would be the protection which man was intended to give the weaker sex?
 


Source B: From an article in the magazine Girls’ Own Paper, 1896.


It is not clear that the great majority of women who would get the vote would want to use it.  There 
seems no general demand for it.  If women want the vote they will have to ask for it.  The truth is that 
highly intelligent women are not interested in politics.  If women got the vote, political power in many 
large cities would be in the hands of young poorly-educated, silly girls.
 


Source C: From a modern school history book.


Women wanted the same voting rights as men for a number of  reasons.  By 1884 two thirds of all adult 
males had gained the right to vote.  Many women thought that because they did not have the vote they 
were second-class citizens.  The vote also had a practical value.  Governments could, and did, ignore 
the problems and concerns of those who could not vote.
 


Source D: From a book written in 1953 by someone who had been a Suffragette.


Mrs Pankhurst had begun to argue with the police when the hooligan element of the crowd attacked 
the women.  A stone was flung at Mrs Pankhurst.  But she stood her ground.  Suddenly a wave of fury 
seemed to possess the hooligans.  Like madmen they hit out at the women, tore at their clothes, knocked 
them down and kicked them violently.  And the police stood by and watched.  It was as if they had 
orders to let the mob ‘teach the women a lesson’.  Mrs Pankhurst’s sister died a few weeks later as a 
result of her injuries.
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Source E:  A photograph taken in 1910 showing how members of the Womens Social and Political 
Union (WSPU) could defend themselves against attacks by those who disagreed with 
them.


 


Source F: From a modern history book.


The Suffragettes certainly showed they were capable of fighting for a cause, but they did both harm and 
good to it.  Without a doubt, they put off many sympathisers and often turned what had been a dignified 
campaign into a war between men and women.  But the courage the women showed also won them 
support.
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Depth Study L: The Impact of Cinema, Radio and Television since 1918


Sources A–F for Question 6.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


Shortly after the BBC began regular radio broadcasts, an inventor called John Logie Baird began 
experiments into what he called ‘seeing by wireless’.  In 1924, he succeeded in his aim.  He sent a 
picture of a cross through the air from one side of a room to another.  In 1925, he made the first picture 
of a human being.  Baird’s early pictures had only thirty lines and were therefore very blurred.  In 1932, 
however, the EMI-Marconi company developed a new method of making pictures with 180 lines.  These 
were much clearer than Baird’s.
 


Source B: From a national newspaper article published on 4 November 1928.


The first television transmission took place last week.  It has brought us to the remarkable age of 
‘looking in’, and people are already talking of broadcasting events such as next year’s Derby horse race.  
But ‘looking in’ is not as easy as ‘listening in’.  The popularity of the existing broadcasting service is 
largely due to the cheapness of radio sets.  Even the poorest of homes can afford a radio.  ‘Looking in’ 
will require special sets and involves many technical problems.
 


Source C: A photograph of a 1935 television receiver developed by John Logie Baird.
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Source D: From a modern school history book.  The statistics were provided by the cinema 
industry.


In 1947 there were 4,700 cinemas in Britain and audiences of nearly 30 million a week.  By 1968 there 
were 2,000 cinemas and 2 million attendances.  The cause of this change was, of course, television.  This 
offered more entertainment at a lower price, every night of the week.  At first the film industry fought 
back with big screen, big-cast films that television could not produce.  But homes were getting much 
more comfortable, television was improving and a visit to the cinema was becoming more expensive.  
The video boom of the mid-1980s seemed to spell the end for all but a few cinemas.
 


Source E: A graph showing weekly cinema attendance in Britain, 1928–76.  The graph was based 
on information provided by the cinema industry.


 


Source F: From a national newspaper article, published on 21 November 2001.


TV is much less important now than it used to be.  In a world of more and more channels, individual 
stations or programmes simply matter far less.  Viewers feel overwhelmed with choice, finding TV 
confusing rather than relaxing, and more people will switch off.  Statistics show that Britons now spend 
fractionally more time listening to the radio than paying attention to the television.
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Depth Study M: The Impact of the Great Depression on Britain, 1929–39


Sources A–F for Question 7


Source A: From a modern history book.


To many people, the 1930s were years of mass unemployment, dole queues, the means test and hunger 
marches.  But as well as being the years of the slump, the 1930s also saw a remarkable degree of 
economic and social advance.  There were new industries, economic growth, prosperous suburbs and 
a rising standard of living for those in work.  Most people were better off by 1939 than they had been 
ten years earlier.
 


Source B: An advertisement for new homes at Barnehurst in Kent in 1933.
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Source C: From a modern school history book.


House building boomed.  Many new private estates and urban developments appeared, especially in the 
South-East.  New industries – motor vehicles, electrical and chemical – appeared, again chiefly in the 
South-East.  Newcastle and Bradford saw much economic depression, but Oxford, Slough and Coventry 
were prosperous.  For the majority of Britons, the standard of living rose and with developments like 
electricity, the radio and the spread of high street shops like Marks and Spencer, the quality of life 
improved too.
 


Source D: From The Road to Wigan Pier, an account of the Depression by the novelist George 
Orwell, 1937.


To study unemployment and its effects you have got to go to the industrial areas.  In the South, 
unemployment exists but it is scattered.  There are plenty of rural districts where a man out of work is 
almost unheard of.
 


Source E: A photograph of the Jarrow Crusade, 1936.


 


Source F: From a modern history book.


Some single-industry towns had unemployment rates over 70 per cent; Merthyr Tydfil in South Wales, 
had an unemployment rate of 61 per cent in 1934.  In Crook, County Durham, 71 per cent of the 
unemployed had been without a job for five years in 1936.  The effect of the slump was to increase the 
differences between the prosperous Midlands and South-East and the rest of the country.
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Depth Study N: The Impact of the Second World War on British Society, 1939–51


Sources A–F for Question 8.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


In the Second World War, the government took control of those industries which were vital to the war 
effort.  The only exception was the mines, which were left in the hands of private owners.  The Ministry 
of Labour was given the power to move workers from one industry to another.  They could, therefore, 
order men to become miners to increase production.  This happened in 1943.  The Minister of Labour, 
Ernest Bevin, introduced other changes to boost production.  He agreed to ban strikes and to remove 
the pre-war limits on the number of hours that could be worked.
 


Source B: A table showing the number of days lost through strikes in Britain during the Second 
World War.


1939 1,356,000


1940 940,000


1941 1,079,000


1942 1,527,000


1943 1,808,000


1944 3,714,000


1945 2,835,000


 


Source C: From a modern history book.


The government took over aircraft production in 1940 and put Lord Beaverbrook in charge.  Aircraft 
were desperately needed to prevent the German invasion.  ‘Saucepans for Spitfires’ was the slogan for 
the campaign to encourage people to give up their aluminium pans so that the planes could be built.  
This helped people feel that they were taking part in the war effort.  But it did little to build planes.  The 
aluminium was rarely of good enough quality.  Britain already had enough aluminium.  The problem 
was turning it into planes.  This problem was overcome by removing the limits on working hours.
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Source D: An advertisement produced by the Ministry of Food as part of its ‘Dig for Victory’ 
campaign in 1942.


 


Source E: From the film Dawn Patrol, produced in 1941 with government approval.  Here one 
member of the Home Guard is talking to another.


We’ve made a fine big war effort and after it’s all over, we’ve got to make a fine big peace effort.  There 
must be no more men hanging around for work that doesn’t come, no more slums neither, no more filthy 
dirty back streets, no more half-starved kids with no room to play.  We’ve got to build a better world.  
It has got to be a ‘Lovely Day Tomorrow’.
 


Source F: From a modern school history book.


The great increase in the power of central government over many aspects of people’s lives was very 
significant.  These controls were both very necessary and highly effective.
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Depth Study O: Race Relations in a Multi-Cultural Society since 1945


Sources A–F for Question 9.


Source A: From an interview with a Polish man who emigrated to Britain with his family after the 
Second World War.


I attended an English school and most of my friends were English, but there was almost complete 
division between my Polish life and my English life.  If I said I was Polish, I would be asked when I had 
come here, or I would be told ‘No you are not, you’re British!’.  But I was also told I had a funny name, 
that my family ate horrible foreign food, that I spoke a peculiar language and that we had Christmas on 
the wrong day.
 


Source B: From an article in a newspaper in 2001.  It gives an account of an Asian community 
worker from Nuneaton who emigrated from East Africa to Britain in the 1960s.


I came to Britain from Tanzania more than thirty years ago.  Nuneaton was a small town at the time and 
people had no experience of other ethnic cultures.  Anyone with dark skin was thought of as black.  It 
made no difference if you were from Asia, Africa or the Caribbean.  We received a lot of verbal abuse 
but I never felt physically threatened or scared.  A major change now is that, although there is more 
racial understanding, British society in general has become much more violent.
 


Source C: From an account given by a Black immigrant to Britain of his experiences in the 
1980s.


I myself experienced things like going into a shop and having the shopkeeper totally ignore my 
presence, while they served people who came into the shop after me.  Or I would go to the Post Office 
to cash my giro or family allowance and hear someone behind me referring to ‘niggers’ who come to 
this country to scrounge.  They also complained that ‘niggers’ had colour TVs and drive big cars while 
they are on the dole.
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Source D: A photograph that appeared in a book to commemorate the Queen’s sixtieth birthday in 
1986.  It was taken at a race meeting attended by the Queen.


 


Source E: Taken from an opinion poll in 2001.  2,000 people were asked their views on race 
relations.  The results were published in a national newspaper.


Which of these statements is closest to your opinion of what makes someone British?


To be truly British it is necessary to be white   9%


People from ethnic minorities need to
demonstrate a real commitment to this 
country before they can be considered British 30%


As long as an individual feels British they are 
British, regardless of colour 61%


Are race relations in Britain improving, getting worse, or staying about the same?


Better 27%


Worse 36%


About the same 37%
 


Source F: From a book on race relations published in 1991.


The basic question to ask is: ‘are we to remain prisoners of the past?’ Should we insist on an image of 
a British citizen as a person who is white, Christian, clean-shaven, wearing a suit or skirt?  Or should 
we start to develop a broader image of a British citizen, possibly black or brown, Hindu or Muslim, 
wearing a turban or a sari?
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Depth Study P: Northern Ireland, c.1964–c.1996


Sources A–F for Question 10.


Source A: From a modern school history book.


By early 1972, the situation in Northern Ireland had reached crisis point.  There was no longer just the 
problem of riots involving ordinary Catholics and Protestants.  Private armies had now appeared on the 
streets of Belfast and Derry.  The IRA were back and now controlled the Catholic areas of these cities.  
A new group of young IRA men called the Provisionals was convinced that only force would bring an 
end to the British occupation of their country.  On the other side of the barricades were the Protestant 
para-militaries, equally determined to keep Ulster British.
 


Source B: A wall painting from the early 1970s in Northern Ireland in support of the Provisional 
IRA.


 


Source C: From A History of the Troubles, published in 1980.


On 27 June 1972, for the first time, armed Provisionals appeared on the streets to challenge the Ulster 
Volunteer Force.  The gun battle which followed lasted all night.  There were five dead, four of them 
Protestants.  The army’s response was to get tough.  On 3 July a search for arms in Catholic areas led to 
accusations that soldiers had been damaging property.  All the local people were forced by the British 
Army to stay in their houses.  Four people were killed and the army’s conduct ensured the hostility of 
the Catholic areas.
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Source D: The only known photograph of a lorry being hijacked by armed Protestant paramilitaries 
during the 1974 General Strike.


 


Source E:  From a speech made on 25 May 1974 by the British Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, 
opposing strikes in Northern Ireland.


British parents have seen their sons spat upon and murdered.  British taxpayers have noticed how many 
taxes they have poured into Northern Ireland.  British taxpayers see property destroyed by evil violence 
and are asked to pick up the bill for rebuilding it.  Yet people who benefit from this money viciously 
defy the government at Westminster.  These strikers are people who spend their lives living at the 
expense of British taxpayers and attacking British democracy.  Who do these people think they are?
 


Source F: From a speech by Mairead Corrigan at a Peace rally in Belfast in 1976.


We have lived at war for seven years: and war and violence solve no problems.  Not one single life has 
been worth what has happened in Northern Ireland.  Never repeat our mistakes.
 


END
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Depth Study G: The Impact of Enclosures, c.1750–c.1830

1. This question is about the open field system and the effects of the process of enclosure on British 
agriculture and society.  Look carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that 
follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about farming in villages before enclosure?
(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about agriculture before enclosure?  
Explain your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand who benefited from enclosure in the 
period after 1750?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘Parliamentary enclosure in the period 1750–1830 caused little hardship to all those involved 
in agriculture.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of the 
effects of parliamentary enclosure.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study H: Poverty and Poor Relief, c.1790–c.1850

2. This question is about the Old Poor Law and the effects of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 
in the period before 1850.  Look carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) 
that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about the effects of the Speenhamland System of poor 
relief? 

(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about the effects of the Speenhamland 
System?  Explain your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand people’s reactions to the Poor Law 
Amendment Act of 1834?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘The New Poor Law provided a fair system of poor relief for all people.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of the 
effects of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study I: The Chartist Movement, c.1830–c.1850

3. This question is about the methods used by the Chartists and divisions in the movement’s leadership.  
Look carefully at sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about the leaders of the Chartist movement?
(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about divisions over the methods used by the 
Chartists?  Explain your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you understand the methods used by the Chartists?
(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘The only reason Chartism failed was because of the violent methods used by its supporters.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of why 
Chartism failed.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study J: The Campaigns for Factory and Mines Reform, c.1800–c.1880

4. This question is about child labour in factories and factory conditions in the period before 1880.  
Look carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about factory conditions for pauper apprentices in the early 
nineteenth century?

(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about conditions for children working in 
factories?  Explain your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you understand different attitudes to child labour?
(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘Factory conditions for child workers in the first half of the nineteenth century were always 
bad.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of 
factory conditions for child workers in this period.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study K: The Campaigns for Women’s Suffrage, c.1870–1918

5. This question is about attitudes towards women’s suffrage and the suffragettes in the period before 
1914.  Look carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about Queen Victoria’s attitude to women being given the 
vote?

(4)

 (b) Study Sources B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about women and the vote? Explain your 
answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand the reactions to suffragette 
activities?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘The methods used by the Suffragettes were the only reason why people opposed giving 
women the vote in the years to 1914.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of why 
many people opposed giving women the vote.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study L: The Impact of Cinema, Radio and Television since 1918

6. This question is about the development and effects of television in Britain.  Look carefully at 
Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about the development of television in the 1920s and 
1930s?

(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about the development of television?  Explain 
your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand the effects of television on cinema 
attendance from the 1920s to the 1980s?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘Television has had little effect on leisure habits in Britain in the years since 1928.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of the 
effects of television on Britain.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study M: The Impact of the Great Depression on Britain, 1929–39

7. This question is about the effects of the Depression on Britain in the period before 1939.  Look 
carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about social and economic conditions in Britain in the 
1930s?

(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about social and economic conditions in 
Britain in the 1930s?  Explain your answer, using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand the effects of the Depression on 
Britain in the 1930s?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘The 1930s were a period during which all areas of Britain enjoyed economic prosperity.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view of 
Britain in the 1930s.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study N: The Impact of the Second World War on British Society, 1939–51

8. This question is about the effect on British society of government activity during the war.  Look 
carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about government control of industry?
(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about government control of industry?  
Explain your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand how the government tried to get 
people to support the war effort?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘The role played by the government had little impact on people’s lives in Britain during the 
Second World War.’

  Use the evidence of the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with 
this view of the impact of the government on people’s lives in Britain during the war.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study O: Race Relations in a Multi-Cultural Society since 1945

9. This question is about attitudes to immigrants and efforts to develop a multi-cultural society in 
Britain since 1945.  Look carefully at Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that 
follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about reactions to immigrants after the Second World War?
(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about reactions to immigrants?  Explain your 
answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand race relations in Britain since 
1980?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘There has been little improvement in race relations since the 1950s.’

  Use the evidence of the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with 
this view of race relations since the 1950s.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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Depth Study P: Northern Ireland, c.1964–c.1996

10. This question is about violence and its effect in Northern Ireland since 1970.  Look carefully at 
Sources A to F and then answer questions (a) to (d) that follow.

 (a) Study Source A.

  What can you learn from Source A about the situation in Northern Ireland in 1972?
(4)

 (b) Study Sources A, B and C.

  Do Sources B and C support what Source A says about the use of violence in Northern Ireland?  
Explain your answer using all three sources.

(6)

 (c) Study Sources D and E.

  How useful are these sources in helping you to understand the effects of the General Strike in 
Northern Ireland in 1974?

(8)

 (d) Study all the sources and use your own knowledge.

  ‘The use of violence by both Protestant and Catholic para-military groups achieved nothing in  
Northern Ireland in the period to 1980.’

  Use the sources, and your own knowledge, to explain whether you agree with this view about 
the effects of the use of violence in Northern Ireland in the period to 1980.

(12)

(Total 30 marks)
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